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1 Preamble
This document is the final report (version 1) from the ULiège team (contractor) concerning the
project Building supervisory reporting concept dictionary through machine
learning:FISMA/2018/046/B (referred to as project in this document).
It is structured as follows.





First, an overview of the project management is provided, including the project's
requirements, development team, and development approach.
Second, the system developed to address the project's requirements is described. It
includes both the methodology adopted as well information on implementation, i.e. how
the methodology was implemented, serving as technical documentation. Evaluation is
also part of this section.
Third, some areas of future work are proposed.
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General Project Management
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2 Project & Project Management
2.1 Aim Recap
The aim of the project was to develop a proof-of-concept (PoC), based on machine learning (ML)
and natural language processing (NLP) technologies to automatically create a supervisory
reporting concept dictionary from a set of financial regulations (document corpus). The latter
are published by EurLex and available online. We refer to this corpus as the DG FISMA corpus.
Specifically, this entailed analyzing the documents and extracting the following information
from their contents:




Concepts and their references (i.e. where they are mentioned within and across
documents).
Definitions of concepts.
Reporting obligations.

Even though the corpus of EurLex regulations was available in the official languages of the
European Commission (EC), the PoC targeted the English language.

2.2 Project Team (Contractor)
The PoC was developed by a team comprising of a professor (Dr. A. Ittoo) and researchers
(J.Poumay, S. Castillo, F. Mirisola & S. Doloris) from the University of Liège (ULiège), Belgium.

2.3 Management & PoC Development Approach
The PoC development followed an Agile methodology. The project requirements were
transformed into "user stories" and implemented in sprints, spanning 2-10 days, depending on
the complexity of the task at hand.
Code reviews, testing and discussion of outstanding issues and challenges were performed at
the end of each sprint.
The Scrum Master was A. Ittoo, who also acted as the Project Manager.
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2.4 Progress Meeting
During the development phase, 4 progress meeting were held between ULiège and the DG
FISMA team responsible for the project (called DG FISMA team, for short):





4th April (Liège)
24th May (Brussels)
11th July (Brussels)
30th July (online)

The main aims were for ULiège to gather DG FISMA's feedback on the progress made on the PoC
features, to discuss technical and scientific challenges and to define the next steps.
In addition, a kick-off meeting was held on the 7th February 2019.
The subsequent sections of this report will now focus on the Methodology, describing how the
PoC was developed.
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Developing the Proof-Of-Concept
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3 Overview
The project's requirements were decomposed into 4 work-packages (WP), viz:





WP1: Data Collection
WP2: Concept Extraction & Referencing
WP3: Definition Extraction
WP4: Reporting Obligations Extraction

Each WP was implemented as a separate software module. Such a modular implementation
rendered the code easier to maintain and to test (unit testing).
The methodological steps to realize each WP are discussed next. In addition, technical
information on the pseudo-code and systems' requirements are provided, and serve as
technical documentation.
Note: Any external party responsible for putting the PoC into production is strongly
encouraged to first read (and understand) the methodology and technical documentation
before diving into the codes (to provided via a GitHub access).
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4 WP1: Data Collection
DG FISMA provided a list of 621 URLs, pointing to EurLex financial regulations, from which the
PoC should extract the aforementioned information (concepts, definitions, reporting
obligations). An example EurLex regulation is : https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=celex:32018R1627&from=EN/
Legal measures are defined in multiple (official) languages. In this project, it was decided to
focus on English. A snapshot of the EurLex regulation, accessed from the above URL, is in Figure
1.

Figure 1: Snapshot of Legal Measure

To retrieve the textual contents of these legal measures, a Crawler was developed by the ULiège
team. Specifically, for each URL provided by DG FISMA, the Crawler:


Opened a connection to the English version of the web page (legal measure) pointed to
by URL (see Figure 2)

Figure 2: Language Selection
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Parsed its contents
Dumped the contents into plain text files, as shown in Figure 3.
Enriched the contents with additional, specific meta-data (tags), which were helpful for
the downstream tasks of concept extraction and definition/reporting obligation
extraction. The meta-tags are:
o _article X: to denote articles within the document, where X is an integer, e.g.
_article 2
o _annex X: to denote annexes within documents, e.g. _annex 2
o _section X: to denote sections within documents, e.g. _section 2
o __b: to denote table cells which contain definitions.
o Note that meta-tags pertaining to
 Article, annex and section numbers are used by the concept extraction
algorithm to acquire positional information (i.e. where the concepts occur
within a document).
 Definitions in tables are used by the definition extraction algorithm to
extract those definitions that are not expressed in sentences but in tables.

Figure 3: Plain Text Version of URL

We chose to store the crawled, enriched corpus in plain text format since it is portable/systemagnostic (Windows, Unix/Linux, Mac) and is lightweight (can be shared efficiently).
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4.1 Crawler's Strengths
The main features of the crawler are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Implemented in Python (open source libraries, very lightweight).
Easily adaptable to other domains/pages.
Parses PDF (as well as HTML).
Automatically unzips compressed pages
Automatically selects the language (English, among the other official languages)
Efficient run-time (upper-bounded of 30 min to crawl the 621 pages; depends on
Internet connectivity).

4.2 Pseudo-Code & Technical Details
The algorithm for the Crawler proceeds as follows.
INPUT: List of URLs
for each URL
select the English version
detect the file format (zip, PDF, HTML, TXT, XLS)
if compressed file
uncompress
go to file and parse contents
add meta-data for downstream tasks
OUTPUT:
contents with meta-data (TXT format)
original contents (zip, PDF, HTML, TXT, XLS)
Figure 4: Crawling Algorithm

4.2.1 Implementation
The crawler is implemented in Python, and is optimized for Python 3.0 and above. It requires
the following libraries:





xlrd: for processing Excel files
re: for regular expressions (regexes)
BeautifulSoup: for scrapping web contents
requests: for accessing web pages via HTTP requests
12






zipfile: for manipulating zipped contents
dox: for processing Word files
collections: set of data structures for efficient processing of lists, dictionaries
pdfminer: for processing PDF files

The above libraries can all be easily installed using the standard "pip" or "pip3" command, as in
"pip3 install <library name>" from the Python prompt.
4.2.2 Execution
To run the crawler, simply issue "./scrapping.py" or "python scrapping.py" from the commandprompt or run it via any Python editor (for e.g. Spyder from Anaconda). Replace "python" with
"python3" for Linux.
The crawled files will be dumped in a folder called "docs".

5 WP2: Concept Extraction & Referencing
The aim of WP2 is to detect and extract relevant concepts (terms) from the crawled legal
documents (WP1).

5.1 Approach
Concepts are generally manifested as terms, which, in most domains are expressed as units of 23 words long (bi-grams/tri-grams). However, for this particular project, terms could be
composed of many more words, e.g. “Financial assets designated at fair value through profit or
loss”.
5.2 Initial Approaches
The initial approaches investigated for term extraction were based on classical methods from
scientific literature, namely, linguistic, statistical and hybrid (combination of linguistic and
statistical) approaches.
Linguistic approaches detect terms based on the parts-of-speech of constituent words.
Specifically, terms are defined as word sequences comprising, of an optional adjective, followed
by any number of nouns. When applied to the DG FISMA corpus, however, such an approach
could only detect grammatically well-formed terms, i.e. optional adjectives followed by nouns,
for e.g., "financial assets", "assets", or "fair value".
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Longer terms or those having peculiar structure, such as “financial assets designated at fair
value through profit or loss” were missed.
Statistical approaches detect terms based on their occurrence (single-word terms) or cooccurrence frequencies (multi-word terms) . However, experiments on the DG FISMA corpus
revealed that detecting long terms (comprising of 4 or more words) was particularly
challenging. Also, longer word sequences were less likely to correspond to relevant terms, and,
in most cases, were noisy information. In addition, long, complex terms such as “financial assets
designated at fair value through profit or loss” had relatively low occurrence frequencies.
Subsequently, they were missed by statistical approaches.
Further experiments with a hybrid approach did not lead to any substantial performance
improvement, and this approach suffered from the limitations of the linguistic and statistical
approaches.
5.2.1 Proposed Approach
To address the aforementioned challenges, a novel Term Extraction algorithm was proposed.
The algorithm is unsupervised, i.e. it alleviates the need for annotated data (documents) for
training, unlike traditional supervised learning methods.
5.2.1.1 Cleaning
Given a corpus of documents (in this case, the corpus from WP1), the algorithm starts by a
cleaning step, including




Lowering of all alphabetical characters.
Expanding contractions, for e.g. "wouldn't" will be replaced by "would not".
Inserting specific new line characters to allow the algorithm distinguish between terms
spanning multiple lines (which need to be extracted) and sentences or words spanning
multiple lines (which need not be extracted).

In addition, the text was tokenized, i.e. paragraphs were split into individual sentences, and the
latter further split into individual tokens (e.g. punctuation symbols, words, and digits).
5.2.1.2 Specificities
Compared to standard cleaning procedures employed in NLP, the cleaning implemented in this
project exhibited two specificities.
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1. Stop-words, which are uninformative words, such as conjunctions ("and", "or") or
prepositions ("at", "in") were not discarded from the documents as they could be part of
terms, as in "financial assets designated at fair value through profit or loss".
2. In the tokenization phase, elements surrounded by parentheses were considered as a
single token. They were not further tokenized. For e.g. "(eu)" was considered as an
atomic token, and not broken down into "(", "eu", ")". This was done to facilitate the
detection and extraction of abbreviations (discussed later).
5.2.1.3 Proposed Concept/Term Extraction Algorithm
The algorithm proposed in this project operates upon the premises that longer terms are
composed of shorter ones. For instance, embedded with "financial assets designated at fair
value through profit or loss" are composed of several other shorter terms, including "financial
assets", "fair value", and "profit".
N-Grams & Super-Grams
As mentioned earlier, detecting long, complex terms poses multiple challenges to classical term
extraction methods. To alleviate these challenges, the proposed algorithm starts by first
detecting shorter terms, and then "learns" how to combine them into valid, longer terms.
Shorter terms are those comprising of at most 4 words; referred to as n-grams in this project.
Longer terms, with 5 words or more, are referred to as super-gram. In theory, the algorithm can
detect infinitely long terms. However, for practical purposes, the maximum length of a term
was set to 10 words. This upper-bound on length seemed reasonable, and would enable the
extraction of long, complex terms (e.g. "financial assets designated at fair value through profit
or loss").
To procedure to detect n-grams is inspired from the principle of shift-registers in electronics.
Specifically, a window, W, of n words (not stop-words) slides over the text and detects every
possible n-gram. A vector of stop-words, S, is also maintained.
For each token read from a given document, if is a stop-word, it is appended to S. Otherwise, W
is shifted to the right by dropping its first element. The new token is then appended to W.
Thus, each shift operation creates a candidate term. The latter is considered to be a (valid)
terms if it satisfies the following conditions:
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It is at least 2 characters long, for e.g. "eu". This value was chosen as a lower bound since
exploratory analysis of the data showed that there were no shorter terms. Furthermore,
it is highly unlikely (if at all possible) that single character denote terms.
It does not contain a set of predefined (reserved) keywords, such as "article".

The output of this phase yields a set of terms, comprising of at most 4-words. They are merged
to create longer terms, called super-grams, consisting between 5 and 10 words. During the
merging process, overlapping elements from the n-grams (being merged) are dropped.
Dynamic Frequency Threshold
The term extraction algorithm incorporates a dynamic frequency threshold (DFT), which is used
to filter out irrelevant n-grams and super-grams. The DFT measure rests on the principle that
the less frequent a word sequence is, the less likely it is to qualify as a term. At the same time, in
large documents (with a large number of words), noisy elements (word sequences) tend to have
higher frequency. The DFT measure incorporates these 2 observations, and is computed as

, where docsize is the number of words in the current document. Note that value of 30 000 and
2 were chosen experimentally. These values were found to be optimal for the current corpus as
they enabled to the detection of a maximum number of terms. For a different corpus, they
might have to be determined again.
Any n-gram or super-gram whose frequency is lower than the DFT is discarded.
Calculating Terms' Relevance Score
Finally, a relevancy score is computed for each of the selected terms (n-grams, super-grams).
The relevancy score is used to generate a ranked-list of terms (sorted in ascending order of their
respective scores). The relevancy score is computed as:

In the above equation:
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C-value is a measure of term score, as defined by Frantzi et al. 1
PMI is the point-wise mutual information. In the most basic case, given a bi-gram (term with 2
words), "x y" (e.g. "financial asset"), the PMI estimates the collocation strength between words
"x" and "y", i.e. whether their co-occurrence (in a given corpus) is statistically significant or only
spurious. A large PMI value is indicative that the individual words, "x" and "y" are collocated into
a single bi-gram "x y", and that this collocation is statistically significant ("x y" is very likely to
correspond to a term, with a specific meaning).
In the generic case, the PMI of any sequence of n elements (words), w1...wn, is computed as

SWF is the stop-words ratio, i.e. the percentage of stop-words in a given document. It is
estimated as

5.2.1.4 Beyond Concept Extraction: Extraction of Abbreviations & Positional
Information
The Term Extraction algorithm was further extended to also detect, expand and extract
abbreviations (denoting concepts) as well as to determine the locations of the concepts within
each document. These additional feature are briefly discussed next.
Extracting & Expanding Abbreviations
The procedure for abbreviation extraction and expansion operates upon the premise that most
(if not all) abbreviations follow a certain linguistic pattern. Specifically, the abbreviated form is
enclosed within parentheses, and is preceded by the expanded form, as in "Internal assessment
approach (IAA)".
Therefore, the algorithm starts by detecting individual uppercase alphabets enclosed within
parentheses. Then, it checks whether each of those detected tokens matches with the first
1

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s007999900023
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letters of the preceding word. For e.g., the uppercase tokens in "BeNeLux" will match the
expanded form “Belgium Netherlands and Luxembourg”.

Acquiring Positional Information
Determining the positional information is straightforward. It is done on the basis of specific
meta-tags inserted into the documents’ contents during crawling.
As mentioned in section 4, the following meta-tags were used for acquiring positional
information:
o article X: to denote articles within the document, where X is an integer, e.g.
_article 2
o _annex X: to denote annexes within documents, e.g. _annex 2
o _section X: to denote sections within documents, e.g. _section 2
The position of each concept (term) extracted was then given by the “nearest” (last) positional
tag (article, annex or section) found before this term (see Figure 7 for an illustration).
In addition to articles, annexes, and sections, an additional information maintained by the
algorithm is the character position. This value is given as the number of characters (including
spaces) from the start of the document to each occurrence of a concept (see Figure 8 for an
illustration). It should be noted that the determining the character position of each concept is
computationally expensive. Furthermore, even though it is a relatively precise indication of the
position, it is also very brittle and susceptible to slight variations. For e.g., the character
positions can be inadvertently “corrupted” by seemingly innocuous operations, such as an extra
space in the document contents. For these latter reasons, it was decided to disable the
character position feature.

5.3 Algorithm’s Main Features
The main features of the Term Extraction algorithm are as follows:



Based on a novel idea of composing smaller terms into longer ones, while ensuring
accuracy (and alleviating the issue of noise).
Implements a dynamic frequency threshold for determining pertinent terms. The
threshold adjusts itself automatically depending on the size (length) of the document
being processed. It can also be manually adapted.
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Completely unsupervised approach; no training or external inputs are required.
Keeps tracks of references, i.e. where terms occur in documents. Please note that this
feature was disabled in the last version of the POC.
Implemented in Python, using very lightweight libraries.
Can easily be adapted and/or extended for other domains.

5.4 Sample Results
Concepts (Terms) & Frequencies
A sample of concepts (terms) extracted from a set of documents is illustrated below. Due to
space constraints, the illustrations are split into two figures, viz., Figure 5 and Figure 6,
(partially) showing super-grams (terms with more than 5 words) and n-grams (terms with less
than 4 words).
In these illustration





id: id of file (predefined by the DG FISMA team) from which the concepts have been
extracted.
link: URL of the file (in EurLex).
Doc size: size of the file measured as the number of words.
Dynamic frequency threshold (DTF): the frequency threshold automatically determined
by the algorithm for each file. As mentioned earlier, terms with the frequency lower
than the DFT will be discarded. The DFT can also be disabled if needed.

Three types of information on the occurrence frequency are also given in the output, viz.:




TF (Term Frequency): frequency of the term in the given file, i.e. how many times is the
term found in the document.
DF (Document Frequency): number of documents containing the term.
Freq: overall frequency of the term (across all documents in a given corpus).
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Figure 5: Super-grams

Figure 6: N-grams (N=3)

Terms & References
In addition to the concepts and associated information on frequencies, the Term Extraction
algorithm also extracts positional information, i.e. in which sections or annexes are the concepts
mentioned in each document. An illustration is given in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Terms & References

Finer-grained positional information, given as the (starting) character position of each concept
(term) in the document, can also be output by the algorithm. An example is depicted in Figure 8,
where the starting character position of each occurrence of a given term is given. Note that this
feature (character position) has been disabled in the latest version of the Term Extraction
algorithm (following the last meeting with the DG FISMA team on the 11th July 2019)

Figure 8: Terms & References (Character Positions)

Abbreviations
Examples of abbreviations and their corresponding expanded forms detected by the algorithm
are illustrated in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Abbreviations & Expanded Forms

5.5 Pseudo-Code & Technical Details
The pseudo-code for the Term Extraction algorithm is listed below. For conciseness, the pseudocode focuses on the concept extraction part, and ancillary features (extracting abbreviations,
positions).
INPUT: corpus of crawled documents (WP1)
Compute DFT (dynamic frequency threshold)
NG = {all detected n-grams, n = 2,3,4}
For each n-gram in NG
If n-gram does not contain non-alphanumeric characters, reserved keywords
If frequency(n-gram) >= DFT
Select n-gram as term
Compute n-gram relevancy score
maxLength: user-defined maximum allowable length for super-grams
Merge selected n-grams to create super-grams
SG = {all generated super-grams}
For each super-gram in SG
If length (super-gram) >= maxLength
Prune super-gram
If frequency(super-gram) >= DFT
Select super-gram as term
Compute super-gram relevancy score
OUTPUT: Ranked term lists (with frequency information) per document, across entire corpus
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5.5.1 Implementation
The Concept (Term) Extraction algorithm is implemented in Python, and is optimized for Python
3.0 and above. It requires the following libraries:



NLTK: contains a set of text mining libraries in Python
nltk_stopwords, word_tokenize



The nltk library can be installed using pip install from the Python prompt. Note: if Python
is run via Anaconda, nltk may already be installed.
To install nltk_stopwords and word_tokenize, use nltk.download().



5.5.2 Execution
Place the documents in a folder named "docs". Note that this is the default directory where the
crawler (WP1) will store the crawled files.
Run the term extraction algorithm by issuing "python terms.py" from the command line or using
a Python editor (e.g. Spyder editor of Anaconda). Make sure that the file “utils.py” is in the
same directory as "terms.py".
Note: replace "python" with "python3" for Linux.
The outputs will be written to a folder called "Terms_Output". For each input document, there
will be a corresponding output document (containing the terms, frequencies etc), and named
"terms_id" (.txt), where "id" corresponds to the id of the input document.
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6 WP3, WP4: Semantic Relationship Extraction - Definitions and
Reporting Obligations
At this stage, the following tasks have been performed:



Data Collection (WP1), resulting in a corpus of financial regulations downloaded from
EurLex.
Term Extraction (WP2), resulting in a list of concepts extracted from the corpus. For each
concept, its frequency per document, its overall frequency as well as its location (e.g.
Article, Section) within each document are also available.

The next steps are that of detecting:
1. WP3: Definitions of concepts, e.g. “derivative asset is defined as ….”
2. WP4: Concepts “reporting to” other concepts, “financial institutions report to …”
These tasks were addressed using the same approach, based on Distributional Semantics, an
overview of which is given below.

6.1 Distributional Semantics
The main challenge in automatically detecting semantic relationships from texts is that they can
be expressed using a plethora of different words. For e.g. “definitions” can be formulated using
similar words like “means”, “is known (as)”, “is defined (as)”, …”.
However, for each of these relationships, a seed word, which explicitly expresses the
relationship, also exists. They include:



Definition: defined as
Report to: report to or submit

To automatically learn the different linguistic realizations for each of the two semantic
relationships, the ULiège team relied on a Distributional Semantics approach, which posits that
similar words tend to occur within the same contexts (context = neighboring words).

6.2 Word Embeddings
The ULiège approach is based on a relatively recent method in NLP, which involves constructing
vector representations of words (embeddings), such that each vector inherently contains
information about the words’ meaning (semantic).
24

These embeddings are created by feeding a large corpus of text into a shallow neural network,
which tries to optimize the probability of each word occurring in a given context. A detailed
description of the algorithms for learning word embeddings can be found in the work of Mikolov
et al.2 and in the Technical Offer submitted by the ULiège team when bidding for the project.
6.2.1 Learning How Definitions and Reporting Obligations are Expressed
The ULiège team experimented with 4 corpora of texts and 3 shallow neural network
architectures to learn word embeddings, viz.:





Google News corpus using the Word2Vec architecture (from Google)
Wikipedia and Common Crawl, using FastText (from Facebeook)
Wikipedia, Twitter and Common Crawl, using GLoVe (from Stanford)
DG FISMA text (the crawled contents, WP1), using Word2Vec

Note that pre-trained embeddings for Google News, FastText and GloVe can be downloaded
from their respective sources. Using these pre-trained embeddings alleviates the need for retraining a neural network on Google News, Wikipedia, CommonCrawl and Twitter3.
Once the embeddings have been created (regardless of their sources), their distance (similarity)
from the seed words (section 6.1) was computed using the cosine similarity measure. The top-n
most similar words can then be considered as expressing the same relationship as the seed
word, and these top-n words are selected. In this project, n = 20.
6.2.2 Sample Results (Definition Keywords)
Example keywords expressing definitions, automatically learnt using the ULiège word
embedding approach, are presented in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Definition Keywords

2

T. Mikolov et al., Distributed Representations of Words and Phrases and their Compositionality, 2013,
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1310.4546.pdf
3
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7XkCwpI5KDYNlNUTTlSS21pQmM/edit;
https://fasttext.cc/;
https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
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6.3 WP3: Extracting Definitions
The keywords identified earlier serve to detect definitions expressed in the DG FISMA corpus
(WP1). Given the corpus, the algorithm starts by the classical NLP pre-processing step of
sentence splitting. However, additional care is taken to detect sentences spanning over multiple
lines as they proved to be a special case that had to specifically catered for when detecting
definitions (some definitions consisted of several sentences, occurring in successive lines).
Then, the algorithm determines whether any definition keyword (Figure 10) occurs in the
documents. A sentence (potentially multiple lines) is considered to express a definition if it
contains at least one of the definition keywords. Such sentences are extracted.
After extracting these definitions, the algorithm attempts to determine which concepts (if any)
in the sentence is actually being defined. For e.g. in the definition "credit institutions means....",
the concept is "credit institution(s)".
To obtain such information, the ULiège team first experimented with syntactic parsing.
However this approach proved to be challenging for several reasons:







Syntactic parsing was too brittle for most sentences given their length and relatively
complex structure. Deriving the syntactic parse tree of legal or regulatory text is a wellknown problem in NLP.
The concepts being defined could be composed of multiple words, which had to be
reconstructed from the syntactic parse tree. This was inefficient as concepts (including
those composed of multiple words) had been already extracted before (WP2).
In some instances, the items being defined were not concepts, but entire sentences,
phrases or paragraphs.
In addition, syntactic parsing is a computationally expensive (in terms of memory) and
time-consuming operation.

Therefore, the algorithm adopted the following heuristics to identify the concepts being
defined:


Check whether a concept (from WP2) occurs in a window surrounding the definition
keywords.
o For some definition keywords, the concept being defined will occur to its left. For
e.g. "credit institutions means".
26

o For others, the concept being defined will occur to the right. For e.g. "....defines
SME as...".
Finally, the algorithm inserts the following tags in each definition






<term>...</term>: for concept being defined.
<key>...</key>: for the Definition keyword.
<defInd>...</defInd>: for "indirect" definitions, as in "...as defined in Article 20 of ...".
(The definition is not provided in the current document.)
<defOther>...</defOther>: for definitions that do not contain a concept and are indirect
<def>...</def>: for all other definitions.

Note: The motivation of including those tags was to render the output machine-readable.
However, please note that since they are still "experimental" (not thoroughly discussed with
the DG FISMA team), they were only used in Definitions relations and not for Reporting
Obligations. Once their relevance and usefulness has been confirmed by the DG FISMA team,
similar tags can also be defined for Reporting Obligations.
6.3.1Challenges
Several challenges had to be addressed during the Definition Extraction step. They are briefly
described next.
6.3.1.1 Definitions Over Multiple Lines
Such a definition is illustrated in Figure 11.

Figure 11: Multi-Line Definition

To detect multi-line definitions, the algorithm marks them as such during the pre-processing
phase. Then, it operates upon the premise that a multi-line definition should contain a
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definition keyword, and the items constituting the definition (multi-line block) should end with a
punctuation symbol. In most cases, the symbol was a semi-colon, as in Figure 11.
6.3.1.2 Definitions from Tables
This issue is largely solved during the crawling phase (WP1). As explained earlier, the crawler
will augment each HTML file with additional meta-tags, and the augmented text file will be
added to the corpus.
Specifically, if a cell's content is split over two or more lines, the crawler appends _b_ to the first
line and _b_ to the blank or second line. The first _b_ denotes the end of the concept being
defined; the second one denotes the start of the definition.
6.3.1.3 Ambiguity
Some words, such as "means" where ambiguous and expressed definitions only in certain cases.
For e.g. "credit institutions means..." expresses a definition, while "securitisation by means of ..."
does not.
To resolve such cases, the algorithm relied on part-of-speech (POS) information. Specifically,
the verb form of words were considered as expressing definitions, but not the nouns forms. POS
information was obtained using POS tagger of the NLTK library.
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6.3.2 Algorithm's Main Features
The main features of the Definition Extraction algorithm are as follows:





Automatically learns a set of comprehensive keywords expressing definitions from
several corpora (Google News, Wikipedia, CommonCrawl, Twitter and DG FISMA) using
several neural network architectures.
Detects definitions spanning multiple lines.
Detects definitions contained in tables.

6.3.3 Sample Results (Definitions)
(For ease of reading, definition keywords are highlighted in green.)


Resolution entity means either of the following:
an entity established in the Union, which is identified by the resolution authority in
accordance with Article 12 of Directive 2014/59/EU as an entity in respect of which the
resolution plan provides for resolution action;
or an institution that is not part of a group subject to consolidated supervision pursuant
to Articles 111 and 112 of Directive 2013/36/EU of the European Parliament and of the
CouncilÂ (4), in respect of which the resolution plan drawn pursuant to Article 10 of
Directive 2014/59/EU provides for resolution action;



Qualifying holdings are defined as “direct or indirect holding in an undertaking which
represents 10 % or more of the capital or of the voting rights or which makes it possible
to exercise a significant influence over the management of that undertaking”.



The word ‘weighted’ in this Annex shall be understood as a general term for indicating
the amount calculated after the application of the respective haircuts, rates and any
other relevant additional instructions (e.g. in the case of secured lending and funding).
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6.4 WP4: Extracting Reporting Obligations
The detection of Reporting Obligations was performed using the same approach for detecting
Definitions. To avoid repetitions, only an outline of the approach will be presented, with
emphasis on the parts specific to Reporting Obligations.
6.4.1 Distributional Semantics to Learn Reporting Keywords
As with Definitions, distributional semantics based on word embeddings was used to
automatically infer a set of keywords that express reporting obligations. Some example
keywords are illustrated in Figure 12.

Figure 12: Reporting Obligation Keywords

The documents were pre-processed in a similar way to what had been done when detecting
Definitions. Then, sentences containing at least a Reporting keyword were considered as
expressing a reporting-obligations.
One of the challenges in detecting reporting obligations was that of ambiguity. Some words,
such as "report" express a the act of reporting (communicating) when they occur as verbs but
not when they occur as nouns. To overcome this issue, the algorithm relied on part-of-speech
(POS) information, which was determined using the NLTK POS-tagger.
Finally, terms (concepts) occurring in the Reporting Obligations were marked accordingly using
the terms output from WP2.
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6.4.2 Sample Results (Reporting Obligations)
(For ease of reading, keywords expressing reporting obligations are highlighted in green.)


The group-level resolution authority shall communicate to the Union parent undertaking
the establishment of the resolution college and a list of its members and observers, as
well as any change to the members and observers of the resolution college.



Upon their receipt of the draft joint decision the resolution authorities of subsidiaries not
disagreeing shall transmit their written agreement to the group-level resolution authority
within the time limit specified under paragraph 1.



The group-level resolution authority shall notify the other members of the resolution
college of the notification referred to in paragraph 2.

6.5 Pseudo-Code & Technical Details (Definitions & Reporting Obligations)
The pseudo-code for the Definition (& Reporting Obligation) Extraction algorithm is listed
below.
INPUT: corpus of crawled documents (WP1)
List of terms (terms list) (WP2)
Seed word = "defined as" (report)
Generate set of semantically-related words from seed word (word embeddings)
for each line read from corpus
if line contains seed or semantically-related words
if line contains punctuation
mark line as multi-line definition (reporting obligation)
disambiguate ambiguous words based on Parts-of-Speech
annotate seed or semantically-related words in lines
extract lines
for each definition (reporting obligation) line extracted
if line contains terms
annotate term
OUTPUT: list of definitions (reporting obligations)
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6.5.1 Implementation
The Definition Extraction and Reporting Obligation Extractions algorithms are implemented in
Python, and is optimized for Python 3.0 and above. They require the following libraries:




re: for regular expressions (as in WP1).
nltk (as in WP2).
Gensim: for learning word embeddings.

6.5.2 Execution
Place the documents (from WP1) in a folder named "docs". Note that this is the default
directory where the crawler (WP1) will store the crawled files.
Place the list of terms (from WP2) in a folder named "Terms_Output". Note that this is the
default directory where the Term Extraction algorithm (WP2) will output lists of terms identified
in the documents.
Run the Definition Extraction algorithm by issuing "python definitions.py" from the command
line (use "python3" instead of "python" for Linux) or using a Python editor (e.g. Spyder editor of
Anaconda). The output (list of definitions extracted per document) will be written to a folder
called "Definitions_Output". For each input document, there will be a corresponding output
document (containing the definitions identified from its contents), and named definition_id
(.txt), where "id" corresponds to the id of the input document
Run the Reporting Obligation Extraction algorithm by issuing "python reporting.py" from the
command line (use "python3" instead of "python" for Linux) or using a Python editor (e.g.
Spyder editor of Anaconda). The output (list of reporting obligations extracted per document)
will be written to a folder called "Reporting_Output". For each input document, there will be a
corresponding output document (containing the reporting obligrations identified from its
contents), and named reporting_id (.txt), where "id" corresponds to the id of the input
document
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7 Evaluation
The performance of each algorithm (for WP1-4: Term Extraction; Definition Extraction;
Reporting Obligation Extraction) was assessed independently.

7.1 Performance Metrics
Specifically, for each algorithm their "accuracy" was assessed using standard metrics used in
machine learning (information retrieval), namely Precision (P) and Recall (R). These metrics are
calculated as follows:

In these equations:




True Positive (TP): number of correct concepts, semantic relationships (Definitions,
Reporting Obligations) extracted by the algorithm(s).
False Positive (FP): number of incorrect concepts, semantic relationships extracted.
False Negatives (FN): number of correct concepts, semantic relationships missed.

7.2 Gold-Standard
Correct and incorrect concepts and semantic relationships are available from a gold-standard.
In this project, the gold-standard was provided by the DG FISMA team. It consisted of 3
documents, which had not been used to "train" and tune the various algorithms.
In each document, definitions and reporting obligations had been manually marked by the DG
FISMA team. Concerning concepts, only those that appear within definitions had been
annotated.
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7.3 Evaluation Procedure
The evaluation procedure was manual and followed a straightforward approach:
o Given gold-standard (of concepts, definitions, reporting obligations)
o Compare results produced by algorithms (list of terms, definitions and reporting
obligations) with gold-standard
o Maintain a counter for
 Each match (between algorithms' results and gold-standard) --> true
positives
 Each gold-standard item (concept, definition, reporting obligation) missed
by algorithms --> false negatives
 Each result not present in gold-standard (information extracted by
algorithms but not in gold-standard)
 these can be candidate concepts, definitions and reporting
obligations.
 To be confirmed by DG FISMA domain experts

7.4 Precision vs. Recall
Evaluating the Precision typically requires a list of concepts (and semantic relationships) ranked
according to some score (e.g. C-value or frequency; see WP2). However, the algorithms yielded
far more concepts (and semantic relationships) than were present in the gold-standard, which
made computing the Precision difficult. At best, a very biased and pessimistic Precision score
could be obtained.
Furthermore, after discussing with the DG FISMA team, it was agreed that they algorithms
should attempt to extract as much information (concepts, semantic relationships) as possible.
Therefore, the focus was on estimating the Recall, which was found to be at least of 0.75 for the
different algorithms (Term/concept; Definitions; Reporting Obligations Extraction). Detailed
findings are presented next.
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7.5 Findings
At the time of writing, minor enhancements are being made to the algorithms to improve their
performance. Therefore, the findings (results) will be communicated separately
They will include gold-standard concepts (terms) and relations (definitions, reporting
obligations) that have been




Detected correctly by the algorithms
Those that have been missed.
Detected by the algorithms, but were not in the gold-standard. The latter, however,
might contain some false positives, and have to be assessed by the domain-experts (DG
FISMA team).

7.5.1 Terms Missed by Algorithm
Terms longer than the algorithm's max. length threshold. For e.g.:
 Narrative information relating to the impact of the institution's business model on its
level of encumbrance and the importance of encumbrance on the institution's funding
model
--> One solution could be to increase the length's threshold. However, doing so will
cause the algorithm to extract more long word sequences, which might not actually
correspond to terms that denote a specific concept (and qualify as noise).
--> The ULiège team is not in favor of such as solution.

Terms not satisfying the Dynamic Frequency Threshold (DFT). For e.g.:
 total interbank loans and deposits in the eu
--> The straightforward is to disable the DFT threshold from the code. Alternatively, more
experiments can be performed to determine more optimal DFT values.

Terms containing punctuation symbols. For e.g.:
 total assets, collateral received and own debt securities issued
--> Detecting such concepts automatically will be challenging. It is doubtful whether such
examples denote a single or multiple concepts, such as "total assets", "collateral received"
and "own debt securities issues".
--> Another source of difficulty is the ambiguity inherent in the term. It is unclear whether all
words in that example should be associated with the word "issued", as in "total assets
issued".
--> Such concepts might also confuse classical supervised learning approaches. If trained on
these types of concepts, supervised learning methods could potentially learn that all
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sequences with punctuations correspond to valid terms, which might be incorrect. Further
evaluations are needed to investigate the performance of these methods for dealing with
such terms.
Other cases, for e.g.:
 clearings
 adjusted non-covered bond level 1 assets amount
--> These seemingly simple terms have been missed by the Term Extraction algorithm.
--> The ULiège team is currently investigating the underlying reason.
7.5.2 Terms Detected by Algorithm but Not in Gold-Standard
It should be noted that the gold-standard contained only those terms that were used as part of
definitions. Therefore, it is natural that the algorithm detected several other (in the order of
hundreds) additional terms. Some examples are listed below.

Figure 13: Terms (not in gold-standard) Detected by Algorithm
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7.5.3 Definitions Missed by Algorithms
Only 5 of the gold-standard Definitions were missed by the algorithm.


‘liquid assets, the sum of the values of which covers the liquidity outflows less the
liquidity inflows under stressed conditions’.
--> Detecting the above definition will be challenging as the definition is expressed using
a ",".








Credit institutions shall calculate their liquidity coverage ratio in accordance with the
following formula.
Exposures in the form of asset-backed securities referred to in Article 12(1)(a) shall
qualify as level 2B securitisations where they meet the criteria laid down in paragraphs 2
to 14
Liquidity inflows shall be assessed over a period of 30 calendar days. They shall comprise
only contractual inflows from exposures that are not past due and for which the credit
institution has no reason to expect non-performance within 30 calendar days.
Net liquidity outflows equals total outflows less the reduction for fully exempt inflows less
the reduction for inflows subject to the 90 % cap less the reduction for inflows subject to
the 75 % cap.
--> The last four definitions were missed since the algorithm did not learn the relevant
keywords, namely "(shall) calculate", "(shall) qualify", "(shall be) assessed" and "equals".
--> This issue can be fixed by adding the above keywords to those that learnt by the
algorithm.

7.5.4 Definitions Detected by Algorithm but Not in Gold-Standard (only 5 due to
space constraints)
 Credit institutions shall multiply liabilities resulting from secured lending and capital
market-driven transactions maturing within 30 calendar days as defined in Article 192(2)
and (3) of Regulation (EC) No 575/2013 by:
(a) 0 % if they are collateralised by assets that would qualify as level 1 assets in
accordance with Article 10, with the exception of extremely high quality covered bonds referred
to in Article 10(1)(f), or if the lender is a central bank;
(b) 7 % if they are collateralised by assets that would qualify as extremely high quality
covered bonds referred to in Article 10(1)(f);
(c) 15 % if they are collateralised by assets that would qualify as level 2A assets in
accordance with Article 11;
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The value of the assets shall be capable of being determined on the basis of widely
disseminated and easily available market prices.



For the purposes of this Article, net basis shall be considered to be net of collateral to be
received provided that it qualifies as a liquid asset under Title II of this Regulation.



When disclosures take place on a consolidated basis, the applicable scope of
consolidation shall be the scope of prudential consolidation as defined in Part One, Title
II, Chapter 2, Section 2 of Regulation (EU) No 575/2013.



Median values shall be rolling quarterly medians over the previous 12 months and shall
be determined by interpolation.

7.5.5 Reporting Obligations Missed by Algorithm
Only 6 Reporting Obligations from the gold-standard were missed by the algorithm. They are
listed below.


The information referred to in paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 shall be provided at the latest by 31
January each year in respect of the year ended on the 31st of December of the preceding
year, or of the applicable relevant financial year. If the 31st of January is not a business
day, the information shall be provided on the following business day.



The information provided in accordance with paragraphs 2 and 3 shall be subject to the
confidentiality and professional secrecy requirements set out in Article 84 of Directive
2014/59/EU



This information shall be provided both at individual and aggregated level of the credit
institutions concerned in order to enable the resolution authorities to determine the
annual target level of the resolution financing arrangement in accordance with Article
4(2) and to determine the basic annual contribution of each institution in accordance
with Article 5.



This is without prejudice to the freedom for central banks to establish the modalities for
the disclosure of emergency liquidity assistance.
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The items referred to in point 1 shall be disclosed using median values. Median values
shall be rolling quarterly medians over the previous 12 months and shall be determined
by interpolation



When disclosures take place on a consolidated basis, the applicable scope of
consolidation shall be the scope of prudential consolidation as defined in Part One, Title
II, Chapter 2, Section 2 of Regulation (EU) No 575/2013.
--> The above relationships were missed as the algorithm did not learn the
corresponding keywords, namely: "(shall be) provided", "disclosure", "(shall be)
disclosed."
--> This issue can be fixed by adding the above keywords to those that learnt by the
algorithm.

7.5.6 Reporting Obligations Detected by Algorithm but Not in Gold-Standard (only 5
due to space constrains)


the issuing credit institution needs to publicly disclose on a monthly basis that the cover
pool meets the 10 % asset coverage requirement;



credit institutions shall calculate and notify to the competent authorities an additional
outflow for all contracts entered into the contractual conditions of which lead within 30
calendar days and following a material deterioration of the credit quality of the credit
institution to additional liquidity outflows or collateral needs.



In accordance with article 39b(1) of regulation (eu) no 1060/2009 of the european
parliament and of the council (2), the commission must report by 31 december 2015 on
alternative tools to credit ratings, with a view to deleting all references to credit ratings
in union law for regulatory purposes by 1 january 2020.



...where such a lower outflow rate is permitted to be applied, the competent authority
shall inform eba about the result of the process referred to in article 20(1)(b) of
regulation (eu) no 575/2013.



...such approval shall be requested by means of a reasoned notification, which shall
include evidence that the run-off rates for stable retail deposits would be below 3 %
during any stress period experienced consistent with the scenarios referred to in article 5.
the reasoned notification shall be submitted to the commission at least three months
prior to the date from which authorisation is requested.
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As can be seen from these results, the proposed PoC achieved state of the art performance in
detecting concepts, definitions and reporting obligations. Thus, it addresses the project
requirements.
At the time of writing, further experiments are being done to enhance the performance.
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8 Conclusions & Future Work
8.1 Overall Summary
This report documented the methdology adopted for the development of a machine
learning/natural language processing (NLP) PoC to address the requirements specified in the
Building
supervisory
reporting
concept
dictionary
through
machine
learning:FISMA/2018/046/B project. It was undertaken by a team from ULiège for the DG
FISMA.
Its duration spanned the period of February (1st kickoff on 7th Feb) 2019 to end of August 2019
(Final Report: v1, submitted on the 15th Aug).
The PoC developed was primarily based on unsupervised machine learning methods. These
included distributional semantics for automatically learning words with similar meaning, and
extracting terms using a novel approach, inspired from the operations of shift-registers in
electronics and similar in spirit to compositional semantics.
The PoC was implemented using solely open-source technologies, which are free (although
specific licensing agreements might be required for commercial usage). Nevertheless, the TOC
(total cost of ownership) will be significantly much lower than off-the-shelf solutions from
commercial software vendors. Furthermore, the PoC is a custom-based solution, tailored to suit
the specific project requirements. In additional, an open-source PoC does not bind DG FISMA to
any commercial vendor or technology, alleviating the issue of vendor lock-in. The PoC is
designed in such a way that it can be implemented and deployed either as a on-premise or
cloud-based solution; or either as desktop or online application. Porting to mobile applications
should be relatively straightforward, especially given the absence of UI (at this stage).
The performance ("accuracy") of the PoC was evaluated on a gold-standard provided by the DG
FISMA. An initial assessment revealed that it achieved state-of-the art performance in extracting
terms and semantic relations, viz. definitions and reporting-obligations. At the time of writing,
the PoC is being refined to further increase its performance, and subsequent experiments will
be conducted after the submission of this report. The results will be communicated to the DG
FISMA on the 26th of August (2019) at latest.
In addition to accuracy, the PoC was also optimized for run-time performance, using advanced
notions such as memoization.
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However, there are still some areas that could be further enhanced and that could provide
further avenues for future work. They are briefly described next, the aim being to provide DG
FISMA with an overview of additional capabilities and of any associated challenges. A full
description of each area of future work would be out-of-scope and would render this report
unwieldy.

8.2 Future Work
8.2.1 FrameSemantics:
Relationships

Augmenting

Definitions

and

Reporting

Obligations

The Definitions and Reporting Obligations extracted by the PoC could be augmented by
automatically tagging i) the concepts being defined and ii) the reporting entity, the institution to
report to and the information to report.
One solution investigated in the PoC was that of relying of syntactic information. For e.g. the
concept being defined will appear as a subject or passive subject of a definition verb, as in "SME
(subject: concept) means (definition verb) ...". However, experiments in this direction have
largely proven to be inconclusive.





Firstly, classical syntactic parsers were too brittle to deal with the relatively complex
syntactic structure of regulatory language. Deriving the correct syntactic parse tree of
such sentences was extremely challenging, and many of the proposed parse trees were
inaccurate. They did not provide a reliable basis for further augmenting the Definitions
and Reporting Obligations relationships with the required information.
Secondly, syntactic parsing is a computationally complex procedure, requiring several
hours to parse the entire corpus of documents (and often incorrectly).
Thirdly, the same information (e.g. concepts being defined, reporting entity) could
participate in a wide range of syntactic roles and could be expressed in a plethora of
sentence structure, resulting in an equally diverse syntactic tree representations.
Traversing these different trees to acquire the required information is difficult. In the
worst case, one would require a different tree traversal procedure for each of the
syntactic parse tree.

For these reasons, the PoC adopted a heuristics-based approach. Specifically, the nearest
concept, within a window of at most four words, from a definition keyword is considered as the
concept being defined. The location of the window depends on the definition keyword. For
some keywords, such as "means", the window is to the right of the keywords, as in "SME, in this
document, means...". For others, it is to the left as in "The EBA defines SME as...."
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However, this approach is still largely experimental in the PoC. It has to be properly evaluated,
before being adapted to Reporting Obligations (not in the PoC).
Another solution could be to rely on Frame Semantics. In essence, a semantic frame is a
description of a general scenario or situation, involving a number of participants, known as
Frame Elements. Several repositories of semantic frames, with example sentences realizing
each frame, exist. They include FrameNet4 and VerbNet5. For e.g. according to FrameNet, the
"define" frame is composed of the following elements:

Figure 14: Elements of "Define" Frame (from FrameNet)

Example sentences realizing the "define" frame are listed as in Figure 15 . Frame elements are
assigned color-codes according to their role, as specified in Figure 14.

Figure 15: Example Sentences ("Define" Frame)

4
5

https://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu/fndrupal/about
https://verbs.colorado.edu/verbnet/
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Similarly, the "report" frame is comprised of lexical elements shown in Figure 16, with example
sentences as depicted in Figure 17.

Figure 16: "Report" Frame Elements

Figure 17: Example Sentences ("Report Frame")

Thus, resources such as FrameNet could provide a reliable basis for training supervised machine
learning methods to learn how to detect definitions and associated frame elements. The trained
model could then be applied to the DG FISMA corpus to detect and tag definitions and frame
elements.
However, additional investigations will be required to determine whether the generic frames
and elements within FrameNet (or any other resources) are applicable to the specific domain of
financial regulations. Another potential issue is that FrameNet (and other similar resources) only
provide a limited amount of example sentences (per frame), resulting in a scarcity of training
data for (training) supervised learning methods, compromising their performance.
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8.2.2 Supervised Learning
As mentioned already, the algorithms employed in the PoC adopt unsupervised learning
paradigms to detect terms (concepts) and semantic relationships (Definitions, Reporting
Obligations).
Algorithms Trained on Annotated Data
An interesting avenue for future study could be to evaluate the performance of supervised
learning methods.
Specifically, they would require massive amount of regulatory texts, manually annotated with
the desired information, viz. concepts, definitions and reporting obligations. They will learn
how the desired information is expressed from the training data and represent their acquired
knowledge in models, such tree-based (e.g. random forests), kernel based (support vector
machines/SVM), probabilistic based (Bayesian models) and neural based (neural networks,
deep learning). The acquired model would then be applied to detect concepts and semantic
relationships from news documents. Fine-grained training (annotated) data will enable the
detection of more detailed information, such as distinguishing between obligations and
proportionality, and identifying various entities in the definitions and reporting obligations,
such as concepts being defined, reporter, information to report and institution to report to.
However, the main limitation of supervised learning methods is their requirements for huge
volumes of training data. These methods would typically require millions of documents
manually annotated with the desired information. As can be expected, such a manual
annotation process will be expensive (man-power, time), tedious and error-prone.
The results of this PoC could nonetheless help to mitigate this issue. Specifically, domain-experts
could examine the terms, definitions and reporting obligations extracted by the PoC and use
them to annotate documents. The annotated data could then be used to train supervised
learning approaches.
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Exploiting Semi-Structured Data
Another form of supervised learning could be to "prime" (i.e. initialize) the PoC with available
annotated or semi-structured resources. Currently, the PoC operates on completely
unstructured data (plain text), which poses several challenges to term and relationship
extraction, as explained before. Some of these challenges, for e.g. acquiring positional
information, and detecting concepts, could have been alleviated by exploiting the XML
templates from which the EurLex (HTML) regulations are generated or from associated RDF
data.
However, preliminary investigations in this direction revealed that









A clear description of the XML or RDF contents is paramount. Specifically, the schema
and the meaning of each field, including relationships with other fields, should be
properly documented.
The development team will also required information on how to access and parse the
XML files or how to query the RDF contents from respective SPARQL end-points.
The team responsible for maintaining the semi-structured resources should be involved
in briefing the development team on the XML or RDF semantics and be readily available
to respond to queries from the development team.
It has to be ascertained whether the information provided in the semi-structured
resources are accurate. For e.g. are terms and section numbers correctly annotated? Are
these annotations consistent (i.e. occur in the same manner across all documents)?
The coverage (completeness) of the semi-structured resources also need to be assessed.

8.2.3 Evaluation Procedure
Ideally, the PoC should be evaluated on a much larger gold-standard (test set). However,
creation of such a test will be challenging as it involves manually annotating the documents with
the required information.
In addition, the results could be independently evaluated by at least 3 domain-experts. The
degree of agreement between them would then be estimated using the Kappa statistics,
providing a more objective and reliable estimate of the performance. In this context, agreement
means that the experts corroborate on whether a given information nugget extracted by the
PoC effectively qualifies as a term or a semantic relationship.
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8.2.4 Ontologies
One of the aims of extracting terms (concepts) and semantic relationships (Definitions,
Reporting Obligations) is that of learning ontologies. Concepts and semantic relationships form
the basis of the ontology layer cake model6, depicted in

Figure 18: Ontology Layer Cake

This project has already addressed the layers of Synonyms (Distributional Semantics), Concepts
(Term Extraction) and Relations (Definitions and Reporting Obligations Extraction). The next
steps to complete the ontology layer cake would be to learn Concept Hierarchies and Rules.
Learning Concepts Hierarchies/Hypernyms & Hyponyms
Concept Hierarchies are a taxonomy (classification) of concepts, from more generic ones to
more specific ones. For e.g. "liquidity coverage ratio" is a type of "coverage ratio" , with the
former corresponding to a specific concept, and the latter to a generic one. They can be easily
organized into a hierarchy.
Learning Concept Hierarchies is straightforward. A classical approach is to learn relevant
linguistic/syntactic patterns from the corpus, using hypernymy detection algorithms7.
Another approach could be rely on the dependencies between words in concepts. For e.g. in the
noun phrase "liquidity coverage ratio", "liquidity" acts as modifier to "coverage ratio".
6
7

Buitelaar et al. Ontology Learning from Text

https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/P18-2057
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Therefore, "liquidity coverage ratio" can be considered as a more specific concept that
"coverage ratio".
Learning Rules
Learning of rules is a research area still in its infancy. It involves reasoning over the learnt
relationships and concept hierarchies to derive new facts. This could be achieved by first
transforming the relationships and hierarchies into RDF or RDFa triples. Note that, compared to
RDF or RDF-S, RDFa provides an efficient (and relatively clean) way to write RDF statements in
HTML following the style of microformats. Furthermore, RDFa is supported by schema.org8, an
initiative spearheaded by search engines (Google, Bing, Yandex) for creating, maintaining, and
promoting schemas for structured data on the Internet. Reasoning on these rules could then be
performed using reasoners such as Pellet9 or JENA10.
Ontology Editing
Several editors are available to facilitate the maintenance of the ontologies. These include Voc
Bench 311, currently the de-facto editor by EC/EU authorities, and Protégé12.
However, ontology learning, and in particular, rules formulation, remains a formidable
challenge. It remains to be seen whether such an effort is warranted or whether simpler
solutions exist. The cost involved in creating and maintaining an ontology might outweigh the
benefits to be accrued via its use. Thus, the ULiège development team recommends a proper
gathering of the requirements to determine whether there an applications that require
ontologies and to gather specifications/requirements of the ontologies' contents.
8.2.5 Multi-lingual: Extension to Other Languages
Currently, the PoC focuses on texts in the English language. However, it can be easily extended
to deal with documents expressed in other languages. Specifically, the existing Crawler and
Term Extraction algorithm could be readily applied to documents in other languages as they are
largely language-agnostic. The Term Extraction algorithm relies mostly on statistical information
to derive terms. However, the compositionality principle (compositional semantics) it adopts to
detect long terms from smaller ones might not be valid in other languages.
8

https://schema.org/
https://github.com/stardog-union/pellet
10
https://jena.apache.org/documentation/inference/
11
http://aims.fao.org/activity/blog/vocbench-3-free-and-open-source-platform-editing-ontologies-thesauri-andrdf-datasets
12
https://protege.stanford.edu/
9
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The Definition and Reporting Obligations Extraction algorithms, on the other hand, rely on more
advanced linguistic features. Thus, they can be extended to languages for which (reliable) NLP
libraries are available. Such languages include




Dutch
German
French
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